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In some areas of the US, a “curfew” is imposed. In which teenagers are not allowed to be out of doors 
after particular time at night unless they are accompanied by an adult.

What is your opinion about this?

Curfew is a challenging issue that people all over the world discussed about it at least one time in 
their lifelong. Some people argue that it is an appropriate measure to impose a curfew for children 
after exact time at nights whilst others claim that it will limit children’s freedom. In this essay, we I 
will consider both attitudes toward this subject.

Proponents of the curfew idea point out that this law is enforced for children not against them. Some 
children’s rights unions believe that it’s much more safesafer for children to not to go out late at night 
because there is an abuse possibility by drunkards and drug addicts people or even delinquents. 
Another significant reason is this rule hydrate hindersfrom being awake until midnight which helps to 
improve their life quality and improve their concentration during whentheir attended attending 
classes. 

On the other hand, another group of people claim that curfew will take children’s freedom to make a 
decision even for the initial subjects that affect their daily life. Moreover, this will impact their future 
lifestyle, some of them inclined to hanging around at late night when they grow up, just because there 
are deprived from this right in their childhood. Opponents of law, expect the government to provide 
more secure environments in society instead of putting the limitation for children.

Based on my understanding from of the subject, I personally believe that it’s not fair to impose a 
limitation for on children. To makes a long story short I reckon that putting limitation in nowhere 
anywhere cannot work successfully. If there is a strategy behind government decision, it’s better to 
announce it vividly transparent and expect people to obey the rules by increasing public awareness 
toward/of the issue.

To conclude, irrespective of the idea behind the curfew, some people support it while others reject 
this rule. Although maybe there would be some advantages for children by curfew but there is no 
proved reasons which show it is beneficial for children. It would be better if the government with the 
assistance of people created a peaceful and secure atmosphere in  society to allow all people enjoy it 
and choose the propitious time of going out which best suits their personal life.


